ELSAG™ ALPR
BORDER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

ELSAG™ AUTOMATIC LICENSE
PLATE READERS PROVIDE
POWERFUL BORDER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
Law enforcement missions designed to protect and secure
national and regional borders are significantly enhanced
by deploying ELSAG Plate Hunter® Automatic License
Plate Readers (ALPR). Our fixed and covert solutions
identify suspect vehicles or vehicles of interest, while
allowing border traffic to move quickly and efficiently.
ELSAG™ ALPR cameras placed at border crossings, ports
and other key areas accessible to automobiles, read the
license plates of all passing vehicles.
Every plate number is instantaneously compared to
white lists or hot lists, and when a suspect vehicle is
identified, alarms are broadcast in real time to a command
center and to officers’ in-car computers, for immediate
interdiction.

Mobile ELSAG border checkpoint

ALPR SYSTEMS

ELSAG™ ALPR Border Security Solutions

SUSPECT VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION

ACCESS CONTROL

ELSAG Fixed Plate Hunter® ALPR cameras, mounted on
poles or gantries, continuously read the license plates of
all passing vehicles within 35m (115 feet). Each license
plate number is automatically compared to lists of suspect
plate numbers such as the criminal lists, sex offender
lists, and watch lists. If the system reads a plate number
included on a list, alarms are broadcast instantaneously
to a command center and nearby officers, for immediate
interdiction.

For areas designated as having restricted vehicle access,
white lists will contain the license plate number for all
permitted vehicles. When the ELSAG ALPR system reads
a plate not included on the white list, alarms broadcast
instantaneously to a command center and nearby officers,
for immediate interdiction.

ALPR COVERT SYSTEMS

ELSAG ENTERPRISE OPERATIONS CENTER™

For border security missions that require discretion, we
offer covert solutions which allow our ALPR systems to
read and process license plates from within housings
that conceal their presence. Consider our Covert Barrel
Camera, Covert Tool Box System, Covert Cargo Carrier
Camera, and other covert systems readily available, or we
can discuss your need for a custom product.

It’s beneficial to store all data collected by your ELSAG
ALPR systems in the ELSAG Enterprise Operations
Center™ (EOC) data management system so you can
access and analyze it at any time. Querying your ALPR
data can aid investigations by assisting with link analysis,
suspect surveillance, traffic pattern analysis, and provide
many other clues.
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